
Animal Intake:        
         Date:_____________________ 
 
OWNER INFORMATION: 
 
Name:__________________________ Phone:________________________ 
 
Address:___________________________________________________________ 
 
Email: __________________________   How did you hear about me?______________ 
 
 
ANIMAL'S INFORMATION: 
 
Name: __________________   Species:____________   Breed: ______________ 
 
Sex:_____  Age: ______  Spayed/Neutered? ______   Indoor/Outdoor/Both?_________ 
 
Length of time animal has been with you?_____________ 
 
Veterinarian Care:   
 
Who is your current veterinarian? _______________________  Date of last vet visit?____________ 
 
Vaccination Program:   
 
Which vaccines is your animal given?  ______________________________________ 
 
Frequency (yearly?):  _________________________       Date of last vaccination: _____________ 
 
 
Type/Brand of Food?  ________________________________________________ 
 
 
Current Medications/Supplements (Including flea/tic/heartworm, other parasite medications): 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Exercise Program: (How is your animal exercised and how often?) 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Aimee Tapp
Elisha :)

Aimee Tapp
Herbie

Aimee Tapp
Whippet/kelpie/staffy?cross 

Aimee Tapp
Male

Aimee Tapp
Yes

Aimee Tapp
Both

Aimee Tapp
6 years

Aimee Tapp
Dunsborough 

Aimee Tapp
2 years

Aimee Tapp
7

Aimee Tapp
He has had all required vaccines - too many to list
I can show you the record if you like

Aimee Tapp
Yearly

Aimee Tapp
Oct 2016

Aimee Tapp
We vary it as he doesn’t like the same thing all the time - 
varying combos of raw egg/
soaked oats/raw kangaroo/finely chopped veg/dry dog food/leftovers
including different meats. Doesn’t do well with bones although loves 
them. Also liver treats and pigs ears. He loves cream!

Aimee Tapp
Panoramis heartworm/flea/wormer + Droncit tapeworm treatment

Aimee Tapp
A daily run off lead at the park or beach, sometimes we miss a day but we have a big garden that he 
potters and runs around in 



Animal's Family/Group Make Up:  
Please list people in your family:  
 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Other People your animal frequently socializes with: (friends, trainers, sitters, etc.)  
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Other Animal's in your Family: 
NAME     TYPE/BREED OF ANIMAL HOW LONG IN FAMILY? 
___________________  ____________________  ____________________ 
 
___________________  ____________________  ____________________ 
 
___________________  ____________________  ____________________ 
 
 
Health History : 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Presenting Issues /Concerns (Physical, Emotional, Behavioral, etc):  INTENSITY   
                On scale of 1-10  
               (1 as best possible /10 as worst possible) 
 
1. __________________________________________________________  _____ 
 
2. __________________________________________________________  _____ 
 
3. ___________________________________________________________ _____ 
 
4. ____________________________________________________________   _____ 
 
5. ____________________________________________________________ _____ 
 
 
How long has have these issues presented? ____________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Aimee Tapp
Aimee, Tim, Finn (5years), Eva (2 years)

Aimee Tapp
My mum Irene and her elderly collie Bella, lots of friends drop in with young children, 
Elisha drops Charlie off to visit/stay

Aimee Tapp
Excellent

Aimee Tapp
He is compliant unless he wants to not be - eg at beach/park if he chases a lizard or bird he will 
ignore us, sometimes running around in scrub at beach for up to half an hour     5

Aimee Tapp
Wild energy running through him sometimes - he can be really reactive if he smells a kangaroo when we’re in the car, barking

Aimee Tapp
When I take him for a run on the beach we have a wonderful time, he runs around chasing the 
waves and playing in the water and is as happy as can be, then when I get undressed to swim
he almost always will get a wild look in his eyes and jump at me, sometimes mouthing my wrist
roughly. Sometimes does it a few times running along beach                                                 4

Aimee Tapp
- when he will bark really intensely

Aimee Tapp
while we’re in car, or if he hears a noise outside at night he’ll 
                                                                               4


Aimee Tapp

bolt downstairs barking very loudly

Aimee Tapp
They’ve been an issue since we got him and in general have reduced a lot over the years



Where there any unique circumstances or transitions occurring in you animal's life when 
problems first presented?  If so, please explain: 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________  
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Have you tried to resolve these issues through other means?  If so, please explain: 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
How would you characterize your animal's: 
 
1. Energy Level: ____________________________________________ 
 
2. Appetite: _______________________________________________ 
 
3. Condition and Regularity of Bowl Movements: ________________________________ 
 
4. Anxiety/Stress Level:_______________________________________________ 
 
5. Quality/Condition of Skin/Coat: ______________________________________ 
 
What is the typical demeanor of your animal? __________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
How is your animal with unfamiliar people? ___________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
How is your animal with other animals?_______________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Any places on body your animal guards/has sensitivity/does not like touched?  
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Anything else you would like me to know? ____________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

Aimee Tapp
We got him from the dog refuge in Shenton Park, he was very wild and stressed when we got 
him and used to jump 6 foot in the air from a standing position.They didn’t know his history

Aimee Tapp
We initially took him to training lessons that were all about positive reinforcement and not 
letting them have the opportunity to do something undesirable, rather than letting them do 
something undesirable and telling them no. We later met with a dog trainer
who was more in line with the importance of the pack and us as more dominant 
which has helped a lot

Aimee Tapp
He mainly chills during the day, when off lead he LOVES to run very fast
and has heaps of stamina

Aimee Tapp
Moderate, not hugely food-driven

Aimee Tapp
Daily when on walks, firm-ish, pale brown

Aimee Tapp
Variable but can be high

Aimee Tapp
Glossy and lovely

Aimee Tapp
He is mostly patient with children although can


Aimee Tapp
be a bit overbearing/in their faces when he first meets them. Can be very relaxed and content
pottering around, very  happy and gleeful when running especially at beach, can be very cuddly
and love pats but also sometimes likes own space. Can be quite pushy/arrogant at times. Sometimes
has high anxiety and wild energy. Loves a nap in the sun and a belly rub

Aimee Tapp
Mostly great, friendly, loves to be patted. 



Aimee Tapp
As above he can be a bit full on first saying hi to kids but settles quickly

Aimee Tapp
He is great in a pack although wasn’t always - he 
has alternated between too aggressive and too meek/

Aimee Tapp
submissive in the past but is mostly great when with a group of dogs. On the beach he will sometimes 
play for a long time with another dog, but other times is very happy to do his own thing. There was little
yappy dog near our old house who he really didn’t like and barked ferociously at

Aimee Tapp
No

Aimee Tapp
Herbie is a total gem, he can have some 


Aimee Tapp
wild patches and anxious energy that we would love your help with to help to contain



Consent Form: 
 
I _____________________________________ (print name), understand that the BodyTalk session 
provided by this Certified BodyTalk Practitioner for my animal_____________________ (please print 
animal's name) is intended to enhance relaxation, increase communication within the areas of the body, 
and to educate me to possible energetic or emotional blocks that may be creating pain, discomfort or 
disease for my animal.   
 
BodyTalk is non-invasive, safe and objective.  It utilizes the body's own innate intelligence to 
reestablish communication within itself. 
 
I understand that BodyTalk is not a substitute for veterinary care or medications.  I am aware that the 
BodyTalk Practitioner does not diagnose illness or disease nor does the the Practitioner prescribe 
medications.   I understand the BodyTalk Practitioner strongly recommends immediate veterinarian 
attention for any physically based conditions with my animal.   
 
I understand that participation in a BodyTalk session for my animal is voluntary and that at all times I 
may choose to end our participation.  I understand that the safety and care of my animal is ultimately 
my responsibility.   
 
I agree to pay a $______ fee per session.  Payment is due at time of service.  Since time has been 
especially reserved for me, I understand that a 24-hour cancellation is required to avoid charges for my 
scheduled session.   
 
If I have any questions or concerns, I will address these promptly with the BodyTalk Practitioner.   
 
I hereby authorize the Certified BodyTalk Practitioner to provide my animal with BodyTalk sessions. 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________   ____________________ 
SIGNATURE         DATE 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
ADDRESS 
 
__________________________________  _______________________________________ 
PHONE      EMAIL   
 

Aimee Tapp
Aimee Langlois

Aimee Tapp
Herbie

Aimee Tapp
07/05/17

Aimee Tapp
36 WIndlemere Drive Dunsborough

Aimee Tapp
0403926440

Aimee Tapp
aimee.langlois2@gmail.com


